For over 50 years, Rexton has listened to the unique
needs of Hearing Health Professionals and people
with hearing loss around the world. Rexton develops
a full line of solutions for all types of hearing loss and
lifestyle needs with value, innovation, quality, and
usability in mind. We strive to put our customers
first at every opportunity and to make better hearing
more accessible to all people.
www.rexton-online.com
www.rexton.com

Beige, Brown, Charcoal, Granite, Gray, Pearl White, Sandy Brown, Silver

A Perfect Match
You never compromise when it comes to your
personal style. Designed to keep a low profile, Insite+
comes in natural colors that blend with most skin and
hair tones. Eight colors are available: Beige, Brown,
Charcoal, Granite, Gray, Pearl White, Sandy
Brown, Silver

Upgrade to first-class hearing.
Introducing the new Insite+. If you want the best of
everything, the hi-tech features of Insite+ provide an
unsurpassed hearing experience and will keep you
plugged in, entertained, and in-the-know.
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[Insite+]
Upgrade to first-class hearing.
Features vary by product level. Talk to your hearing health professional
for a complete feature list and to determine which product is right for you.

www.rexton.com

Speech

Sound that’s easy
on the ears.

Elegant people love easy, free-flowing conversations and
clear-as-crystal speech, even if it comes from behind.

Top notch hearing
aids do the tough stuff.
Set & Go

NEW! Focus 360°

Goes beyond the capabilities of traditional
directional microphones to enhance the
dominant speech signal even if it occurs
behind or to the side. With Insite+, you’ll
more clearly hear someone speaking from the
backseat of a car or walking alongside.

Relax and live your life without fussing with hearing
aid controls. Insite+ technology does all the work,
automatically.
Automatic Environment
Management

Automatic Multi-channel Adaptive Directional
Microphone

Gives you the best possible speech clarity in listening environments
involving multiple speakers and other noise. Working automatically,
this feature suppresses up to four separate noise sources simultaneously.

Like the central nervous system of Insite+.
This technology automatically classifies the
listening situation and engages or disengages
features to help you overcome the challenges
you could face.

Automatic Noise Reduction

Automatic Equalizer

Improves comfort and speech audibility by analyzing incoming signals
and separating out continuous, non-speech noise without you having
to make adjustments.

Comfort
First-rate sound comfort on the golf course, in the spa,
in the boardroom, wherever life takes you.
NEW! Feedback Preventer

Accurate, thorough, and even faster than
before, it frees you from embarrassing and
annoying feedback (whistling) before you or
anyone nearby can hear it.

NEW! Sound Radiance

Do you appreciate listening to the brilliant
sounds of music? Sound Radiance enhances
the perception of high pitches for fuller and
richer sound and improves sound quality for
audio streamed with Rexton’s Blu RCU.

Listen up! And
sideways. And
backwards.

Optimizes frequency response and sound
impression based on your listening environment
for easier wearing with less adjustments.

Convenience
Insite+ is one superb problem-solving partner. The latest
in Bluetooth® applications and rechargeability connect
you to the gadgets you love.
Blu Link

Insite+ uses Blu Link technology, which allows you to connect with
virtually any multimedia device via the Blu RCU remote control.

Green & Easy

Eco-friendly technology lets you charge
Insite+ overnight for a full day of trouble-free
operation. The handy Rexton charging unit
even contains a drying function, removing
harmful moisture and leaving hearing aids dry
and refreshed each morning.

Sound Locator

Rexton products equipped with Sound Locator mimic the natural
function of the outer ear and help you find sound sources easily for
greatest sense of confidence, increased safety, and the most natural
hearing experience.

SoundSmoothing®

For the ultimate in sound comfort, it quickly softens unpredictable
and bothersome sounds like breaking glass or keys jingling without any
adverse affect on desirable speech signals.

Insite+ and Blu RCU
Insite+, equipped with Blu Link technology, is for
people like you who want first-class technology
that works with, not against, your favorite highperformance gadgets. Stay connected to TV,
movies, friends, family, music, and more.
Blu RCU

Stay connected to all your favorite sounds
and high-tech gadgets. Using Bluetooth
technology, Blu RCU streams high quality
audio from mobile phones, TV’s, computers,
MP3 players and more to any Rexton
product with Blu Link technology. Blu RCU
doubles as a remote control for the hearing
aids, allowing volume, treble, and direct
program changes at the touch of a button.

Mobile phone

Don’t miss another phone call. Enjoy phone
conversations directly through your hearing aids
while distracting background noise is softened
and feedback is eliminated effortlessly.

Television and Movies

Enjoy watching TV with friends at home
again. Blu RCU is like a personal headset
that streams sound from the TV with no
detectable delay between what’s on screen
and what you’ll hear through your Insite+
hearing aids.

Stereo and Music

Get back the joy of music. Using Blu RCU,
sound is streamed from MP3 players and
stereos to both hearing aids.

Transmitter

With your already-paired transmitter, you
can connect to any media device, hassle-free.

Wireless Assistant

Optimizes your hearing aids’ sound quality and ease of use.
Automatically synchronized digital signal processing eliminates
potential differences in critical features from hearing aid to hearing aid.
There’s even a convenient remote control with easy-to-see buttons.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by
Siemens AG is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

